Homemade Juice Made Simple – Whether it’s an invigorating orange or nutrient-rich green, enjoying fresh, homemade juice has never been easier. With its large chute and powerful motor, the Hamilton Beach Premium Big Mouth® Juice Extractor makes quick work of juicing fruits and vegetables with little prep time.

Two Speeds for More Juicing – Whether you like fruit based or green based, two speed options give you flexibility for maximum extraction. Use the higher speed for firm foods like carrots, peeled oranges or cucumbers. For softer foods like berries, watermelon or leafy greens, use the low setting.

Juice Whole Foods – The Big Mouth feed chute is 3 inches wide to fit a whole apple, a peeled orange or a handful of kale. This means less pre-cutting and more continuous juicing. In fact, you can make up 12 oz. of juice in less than 30 seconds. An extra-large pulp bin means you don’t have to stop the process to empty out pulp.

Cut Cleaning Time in Half – The patented Easy Sweep™ cleaning tool cuts strainer cleaning time in half. And with dishwasher safe parts, you can juice as often as you like with minimal clean-up time.

DETAILS

Product Name: Hamilton Beach® Premium Big Mouth 2 Speed Juice Extractor

Model: 67850

MSRP: $109.99

Availability: Now